
 
          

 
( “Hurrah! Our Parents Aren’t Around!” ) 
W Germany  :  1970  :  dir. Wolfgang Schleif  :                                               :  94 min 
prod:             :  scr:                     :  dir.ph.:  
Tommi Ohrner ………….……………………………………………………………………………… 
Georg Thomalla; Hans-Jürgen Bäumler; Uschi Glas; Eddi Arent; Andreas Martin; 
Bertrecht Martin; Hansi Linder; Karin Eickelbaum; Herta Worell; Elke Aberle 
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3669a ½ 1 0 352      -    -    -    - No unseen 

 
 

Speelfilm Encyclopedie review: 

 

"Bübchen, little Max and Moritz run amok, 

pester the maid until she walks out and get up 

to all kind of pranks.  The family don’t know 

what to do with them.  A dumb comedy with 

as guest star the then-famous and popular 

skater.  Nil ” 

 

 

 
 

[no listing in "Halliwell's Film Guide", 
"Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 
2001", "The Critics’ Film Guide", "The 
Good Film and Video Guide", "Movies on 
TV and Videocassette 1988-89", "Rating 
the Movies (1990)", "The Sunday Times 
Guide to Movies on Television", "The Time 
Out Film Guide", "TV Times Film & Video 
Guide 1995", "Variety Movie Guide 1993", 
"Video Movie Guide 1993" or "The Virgin 
Film Guide"] 

 

 

 
No further information currently available.  A knockabout farce for the family audience then, 
no different in tenor to countless British and American lowbrow comedies.  Among the 
spanking-starved junge leute was a five-year old Tommi Ohrner, who later became a popular 
German teen star in equally dismal "youth" comedies.  Between times he starred in the 
children's TV serial "Timm Thaler" (75) as a boy with the most infectious laugh in the world, 
and in "Boy Merlin" as the great wizard writ small.  He also played the central character in a 
television remake of "BRENNENDES GEHEIMNIS" ("Burning Secret", 75).  The identity of 
"Bübchen" and Moritz is not known.  In 1970 Tommi also made the similar, but not 
necessarily connected, farce "NACHBARN SIND ZUM ÄRGERN DA" ("Neighbours are 
There For Annoying"), and in 1971 "HILFE, DIE VERWANDTEN KOMMEN" ("Help! The 
Relatives are Coming!").  Titles which, if not witty, are certainly explanatory. 
 
See subject index under COMEDY, NANNIES / GOVERNESSES / DOMESTIC SERVANTS 
and RASCALS & SCALAWAGS. 
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